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IMDB Rating: N/ADirected: Parambrata ChattopadhyayReleased Date: 11 September 2020 (India)Genre: Romantic: Star HindiFilm: Parambrata Chattopadhyay, Saswata Chatterjee, Ritabhari ChakrabortyMovie Quality: Size 720p HDRipFile: 710MBClick Here To DOWNLOAD NOWOn third September 2020, the arrangement trailer was transferred on the
official youtube channel ZEE5 and within days, it crossed around 8 Lakh seeing with 1,000 priorities In 2020 September 2020, Instagram official Zee5premium posted the banner and stated that Are outsiders Raju and Khelechi or just companions who haven't met at this point? #TikiTaka debut on the eleventh of September #ZEE5Premium #GoalMaal.
Discussing the storyline at that time Khelechi, who was an African man appeared in India with drug-laden football. At the air terminal, the drug ruling man got an inappropriate man while Khelechi went with exterior, after which the story made a turn, and the whole situation would change. Appreciate the parody of this mistake on ZEE5. Eleventh debut of
September 2020. Until then reading our different articles and following Dekhnews and staying routed with us. He comes from mofusil and beyond the chance that he cannot break the main news and get a strong balance in the city, he will be offered. By the way, he has a ton in question. Bonny isn't me, but I adore playing it. I am Joey's main aficionado from
the F.R.I.E.N.D.S. and I've long itched to play a silly character. Despite the fact that Bonny is not Imbecilic Joey. Raju and Bonny kind of met incidentally. He took a gander at me and figured out this arrangement. He came selling me a phony story and I got it and what followed was a movie. An interesting whole type of film. A ton of performers feel that parody
is kind of most troublesening. Click Here To DOWNLOAD NOW © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
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